For Immediate Release

Adacel to Supply ATC Simulators to Angola

Montreal, Canada, 13 November, 2013 - Adacel announced today that the Company has entered into a contract to supply air traffic control (ATC) simulators to Angolan company TECANGOL, which will be used to equip ENANA’s aeronautical training center in the Republic of Angola.

Adacel will supply TECANGOL with a MaxSim 240-degree Tower Simulator as well as ten individual Intelligent Communication Environment (ICE) Training Stations that can be used to generate exercises for aviation English Language Proficiency and Aerodrome Basic Training. TECANGOL provides consulting, technology and engineering services to ENANA (Empresa Nacional de Aeroportos e Navegação Aérea de Angola) and plans to utilize Adacel’s systems within ENANA’s aeronautical training center in Luanda.

The MaxSim 240º simulator and ICE systems will allow Angolan air traffic controllers to have access to state-of-the art simulation technology, enhancing the training capability through exposure to control situations in simulated scenarios. Adacel’s products supplied under this contract will assist in enhancing the skills of these professionals and thus enabling them to perform in accordance with the highest international standards.

The contract between Adacel and TECANGOL was signed by Vitor Camilo, CEO TECANGOL and Seth Brown, CEO Adacel in the presence of representatives from ENANA, the Angolan National Airport and Air Navigation Service Provider, as well as other senior government officials. The signing event took place at the Quebec Regional Office - Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada in Montreal in conjunction with Angola’s Business Mission to Canada.

“We are excited by this partnership with TECANGOL to bring the best available ATC training technology to Angola”
Seth Brown, CEO Adacel

Adacel’s ATC simulation systems have proven to be very effective in developing higher proficiency and accelerating the learning process of controllers during their course of study and ongoing training. The simulators are designed to provide ATC students with realistic hands-on practice that reinforces learning from the basics of phraseology and communications through the advanced skills required to be a competent controller.
About Adacel
Adacel is a leading developer of operational air traffic management systems, speech recognition applications and advanced ATC simulation and training solutions. The Company's products are widely used throughout Europe, North America, the Middle East and the Asia Pacific region. Adacel is regularly recognized as a top training and simulation company having received many prestigious awards in recent years. For more information about Adacel please visit www.Adacel.com.

About TECANGOL
TECANGOL is an Angolan company that provides IT consulting and support to technological processes in large organizations, supplying solutions in consulting, systems implementation and audit across several market sectors, from banking and financial services to aeronautics and transportation, through defense and public administration. At the core of its activity are the participation in projects in collaboration with the Client, coaching for teams of professionals, human resources education and training, project management and team coordination, within the scope of Information Technologies and Systems.
TECANGOL's mission is to implement first line Information Systems, customized according to the clients' needs. For that objective, the company provides a diverse set of services and solutions, such as IT Strategy services, Technological Modernization Programs, SAP Services, Application Development via Agile Platforms, Document and Archive Management, Technological Training, sector-specific solutions and IT Communicational Strategy.
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